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Figure from Aaron McKenna et al. Science 2016;353:aaf7907 

Mapping the cell divisions that make a mammal will 
reveal a trove of information about biology. 
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Mutating a small region of DNA every time a cell 
divides allows reconstruction of its lineage. 

Figure from Aaron McKenna et al. Science 2016;353:aaf7907 
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CRISPR allows targeted DNA modification. 

Figure from Chang Liu 



Figure from Chang Liu 



Figure from Aaron McKenna et al. Science 2016;353:aaf7907 

CRISPR cutting of an array of targeted DNA sites can 
allow lineage reconstruction. 
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Figure from Aaron McKenna et al. Science 2016;353:aaf7907 

CRISPR cutting of an array of targeted DNA sites can 
allow lineage reconstruction. 

But cutting can cause loss of information… 
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Continuously evolving stgRNAs. 

Self-targeting CRISPR guide RNAs can allow many 
rounds of editing in just one site. 

Figure from Samuel D. Perli et al. Science 2016;353:aag0511 
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Towards the goal of continuous targeted mutation… 

• Make programmed mutations instead of cuts at a targeted 
location in the genome. 
 

• Make insertions instead of deletions when a self-
targeting guide RNA cuts itself. 
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